
Vocabulary Latin Greek Roots  
  

1. anti (against)                             bi (two) 

2. circum (around)                         com (together) 

3. con (with)                                de (down/remove) 

4. equi (equal)                              extra (outside/beyond) 

5. non (not)                                 post (after/behind) 

6. pre (before)                              semi (half/partial) 

7. sub (under)                               super (over) 

8. syn (together/same)                     sym (together/same) 

9. tri (three)                                 un (not) 

10. archy (government)                      ician (person in a job) 

11. itis (sickness)                              aqua (water) 

12. cise (to cut)                              bio (life) 

13. auto (self)                                 port (carry) 

14. ology (the study of)                      dict (speak) 

15. cred (believe)                             cent (one hundred) 

16. spec (see/look)                            fer (bring/carry) 

17. micro (tiny)                                pan (everyone) 

18. di (two/apart)                             uni (one) 

19. cycl (cycle)                                pend (hang) 

20. trans (across)                            aer (air) 

21. therm (heat)                              terr (earth) 

22. struct (build)                             dur (long lasting) 

23. junct (connect)                           man (hand) 

24. mon (warning)                            seq (follow) 

25. sent (feel)                                ten (hold) 

26. tort (twist)                               trib (to pay) 

27. typ (print)                                val (strength) 

28. ven (come)                               vert (turn) 

29. voc (call)                                  spir (breathe) 

30. solv (loosen)                               sta (stand) 
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Latin/Greek Vocabulary                     Name: ____________________________________________ 

                                                                           Root                         Meaning 
 

 

                                               

Vocabulary word: Vocabulary word: 

Definition:                                                         Definition: 

Sentence:                                                         Sentence: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Vocabulary word:                                                Vocabulary word: 

Definition:                                                        Definition: 

Sentence:                                                         Sentence: 
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Vocabulary Practice: 7                  Name: ______________________ 
1. super = _____________________ 
2. sub = _______________________ 
 
 
 
 
3. The _________________________________________________ went under the water. 
 
4. Please pick up bread and milk at the __________________________________________. 
 
5. They took the ________________________________ in New York City to get to 
Broadway. 
 
6. Dr. Seuss accidentally _____________________________________ pictures of Horton 
and a tree, which gave him the idea for his book Horton Hatches the Egg. 
 
7. Everyone agreed that the dessert was ___________________________ at the French 
bakery. 
 
8. Your ___________________________________ mind influences you more than you know. 
 
9. After he fell off his bike, he had a ______________________________________ wound. 
 
10.  The submarine started to _________________________________________________. 
 
Other questions: 
11. Would you feel comfortable going on a submarine ride? ______________________________ 

12. At which supermarket does your family shop? ___________________________________ 

13. Name one city that has a subway system: ______________________________________ 

14. Which flavor of ice cream is the most superb in your opinion? 
____________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                                                      
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Match the following: 
superficial                 superb                supermarket              superimposed                       
subway                    submarine            submerge                 subconscious 
 



More Vocabulary Practice: 7        Name: _____________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

Find the word using the clues provided: 
1. underground transportation ______________________________________________ 
 
2. small grocery store ____________________________________________________ 
 
3. in your mind without realizing it ___________________________________________ 
 
4. underwater transportation _______________________________________________ 
 
5. to put under water _____________________________________________________ 
 
6. not very deep _________________________________________________________ 
 
7. one image on top of another one ___________________________________________ 
 
8. top quality, wonderful ___________________________________________________ 
 
Solve these analogies: 
9. terrible: horrible     excellent : ____________________________________________ 

10. dog food: pet store      groceries: _________________________________________ 

11. sky: airplane        ocean: _________________________________________________ 

12. road: cars       tracks: ___________________________________________________ 
 
Name these other “super” and “sub” words:  
14. Someone who is a rescuer like Batman or Spiderman:  s _ p _ r _ _ ro 
 
15. Lots of houses in one neighborhood area:   s _ b d _ v _ s _ _ n 
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Word Bank: 
superficial                  superb                supermarket             superimposed                       
subway                    submarine             submerge                subconscious 
 



Vocabulary: 7  ____/10 = ____      Name: _______________________ 
 
1. put under water___                                   
2. on the surface, not deep___                         
3. lay something over something___                    
4. underwater boat___                                  
5. excellent___                                           
6. underground railroad___                              
7. grocery store___                                      
8. in one’s mind without knowing it___                  
 
 
 
9.  sub = _________________________                                
10. super = ________________________ 
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Vocabulary: 7  ____/10 = ____      Name: _______________________ 
 
1. put under water___                                   
2. on the surface, not deep___                         
3. lay something over something___                    
4. underwater boat___                                  
5. excellent___                                           
6. underground railroad___                              
7. grocery store___                                      
8. in one’s mind without knowing it___                  
 
 
 
9.  sub = _________________________                                
10. super = ________________________                                                                                                                       
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A. superficial 
B. superb 
C. subway 
D. submarine 
E. supermarket 
F. subconscious 
G. submerge 
H. superimpose 

A. superficial 
B. superb 
C. subway 
D. submarine 
E. supermarket 
F. subconscious 
G. submerge 
H. superimpose 



Latin/Greek Vocabulary Answer Key Unit 7 
sub = under 
subway: underground railroad 
submarine: underwater boat 
subconscious: in one’s mind without knowing it 
submerge: put under water 
 

super = over 
superficial: on the surface, not deep 
supermarket: grocery store  
superb: excellent 
superimpose: lay something over something 
 

Test Key: 

1. G 

2. A 

3. H 

4. D  

5. B 

6. C 

7. E 

8. F 

9. under 

10.  over 

 

 

 

 



Vocabulary Practice: 

1. over 

2. under 

3. submarine 

4. supermarket 

5. subway 

6. superimposed 

7. superb 

8. subconscious 

9. superficial 

10. submerge  

Other questions: varies 

 

More Vocabulary Practice: 

1. subway 

2. supermarket 

3. subconscious 

4. submarine 

5. subway 

6. superficial 

7. superimpose 

8. superb 

9. superb 

10. supermarket 

11. submarine 

12. subway 

13. superhero 

14. subdivision 
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More Vocabulary Practice: 11         Name: ____________________ 
 

 
 

 

 

Use the clues to find the words in the word bank: 
1. This is found underground: _________________________________________________ 
 
2. Jade is this color: _______________________________________________________ 
 
3. Achy joints: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
4. Coughing and a cold in the chest: _____________________________________________ 
 
5. Pulled behind a boat: ______________________________________________________ 
 
6. Enlarged tonsils are one symptom: ____________________________________________ 
 
7. This condition will probably lead to surgery: ______________________________________ 
 
8. Anything is the ocean is considered this: _______________________________________ 
Use the Venn diagram below to classify animals as aquatic, land or both. List at least two examples 
for each category.             aquatic             both             land 
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Word Bank: 
aquifer                  aquatic                  aquaplane              aquamarine 
arthritis                 bronchitis               tonsillitis               appendicitis 



More Vocabulary Practice: 13       Name: _____________________ 
 

 
 

 

 

Circle the noun: 
1.      export                portal                    transport                import 
 
 
Make the words below plurals by rewriting them. 

2. autobiography     _______________________________________________________ 

3. export _______________________________________________________________ 

4. autograph ____________________________________________________________ 
 

Besides an automobile, list three types of transportation: 

5. ________________________   ______________________   __________________ 
 
Solve the following analogies: 
6.   legs: horse      wheels: ___________________________________________________ 
 
7.  sell: export      buy: _____________________________________________________ 
 
8.  canvas: painting   paper: __________________________________________________ 
 
9. Wilbur Wright: airplane        Henry Ford: ______________________________________ 
 
10. others: biography     self: _________________________________________________ 
 
 
One more question: 
11. What is your favorite automobile? ___________________________________________ 
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Word Bank: 
autopilot                  autobiography              automobile               autograph 
export                    portal                       transport                import 



Vocabulary Practice: 14                 Name: _____________________ 
 

1. dict  =  _________________________________ 
2. ology =  _________________________________ 
 
 

 

 

 

3. We studied rock formations in ________________________________________ class. 
 
4. Meteorologists try to __________________________________________ the weather. 
 
5. The criminal was _______________________________________ on charges of burglary. 
 
6. She wanted to be a counselor one day so she studied _____________________________. 
 
7. If you speak very clearly, you have good _______________________________________. 
 
8. We learned that everything on Earth is connected in ______________________________ 
class. 

9. A __________________________________ is a ruler in a country that is not democratic. 
 
10. He studied ___________________________________________ so he could operate on 
the heart. 
 
Other questions: 
11. What kind of specialist would help kids with their diction? ____________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
12. Do you think that some people can accurately predict the future? _____________________ 
13. Ecologists want everyone to take better care of the Earth. Name one things that you think 
people should be more concerned about: __________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
14.  Would you rather be a cardiologist or a psychologist? _____________________________ 

Why? ________________________________________________________________ 
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Word Bank: 
dictator                   indicted                    diction                  predict 
cardiology                 psychology                 geology                 ecology 
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